
Class Schedule #3 – November 14, 2020

+Biblical Storytelling presentations due by the December 12 class.

Giving Blood: A Fresh Paradigm for Preaching by Leonard Sweet

9:00am – Remember to record

(1)Welcome Story & – cancer, chapel at Pilgrim Lodge, Isaiah 40:31 “Those who wait
upon the Lord.”

(2)Pilgrim Lodge Chapel itself is layered with story and images, asking for prayer
requests who needs to soar? – Opening Prayer

Scott, Bob Healy, Jenny, Tony & Katie, Shawn…

(3)Ken Medema – preaching, concert of participation art – begin with a song and
story from your own life and link it to a biblical passage and image

(4)Narraphor - Narraphors (a word coined by Leonard Sweet)  is the blending of the
words narrative and metaphor.  Narraphors are created with stories and images.
“Because a narraphor is a story made from metaphor, it narrates with
metaphorical meaning.  The combining of story and image creates a reality into
which the listener enters: a narrative that touches life contextually and layers of
meaning that offer depth, breadth, and height.”1 Jesus was an architect of
narraphors. Narraphors can make or break a person, family, church, community
& nation.  Narraphors can make us sick, spiritually, emotionally, physically and
at the same time Narraphors can heal & strengthen us. The art of oral biblical
storytelling involves more than memorizing words it involves the work of
seeking out the details and narraphors to visualize and embody.  Images and
metaphors bring a story to life in the imagination of the storyteller.  A story is
released with better energy and authenticity when the story’s metaphors, images
and narratives are imbued and imbedded within the imagination of a storyteller.

(5)This week with Lori – we talked about mental illness. The tough time of year
with holidays and people really struggling and how to help someone discern

1 Leonard Sweet. Giving Blood: A Fresh Paradigm for Preaching. (Grand Rapids, MI. Zondervan 2014), 38.



when the depression, anxiety and worry needs more help.   Wrestling with God –
how this is a time of great wrestling and God is indeed touching us but the
blessing can be painful.  Wrench that hip out of its socket.  How badly was it
wrenched? Was it broken?  You are not going to walk on a broken hip.  You can’t
see mental illness, if you’ve broken a hip you are not going to walk without
seeking medical help.  Did you just sprain your hip?  Dislocate your hip so you
can still get around with a limp…then perhaps you can get away with just resting
it…and being oh so gentle with yourself.

(6)Narraphoric Preaching - Story Gathering, Story Building & Storytelling
a. Explain how we are working with Sarah, Charity & Jeremy’s stories to

develop an EPIC semiotic storytelling/preaching event
The letter I sent to Charity, Sarah & Jeremy:
Hello Sarah, Jeremy & Charity,
Thank you so much for volunteering to share a story connected to an object or band
(for Sarah) for our November 14 class.
A few things to keep in mind for your story:
● Please select an object you can show us from your computer either something

you can hold or something you can screen share a picture of.
● Our work as a class will be in interviewing you about your story (we are

practicing story gathering) and then brainstorming possible bible stories that
connect with the object/band you share.  We will be further developing our
relationship with you through the story of the object/band you select.

● Your story doesn’t have to be long but some depth in terms of your emotional
connection to that object/band will be helpful. 

(7)EPIC
a. E – Experiential
b. P – Participatory
c. I – Image rich
d. C – Connected

“Say the word story and people think of either something written (left brain) or oral
(right brain). It’s time to think of story as something EPIC, or whole-brained.”

Narraphors used in preaching are greatly enriched by an EPIC telling.  EPIC is

Leonard Sweet’s acronym for Experiential, Participatory, Image Rich and Connective.

Using the EPIC principles in storytelling preaching involves listeners in embracing the



heart of the Good News message in a richly active and vibrantly participatory

dynamic.

EXPERIENCE Stories are meant to be experienced.  The storytelling art is about

giving people an experience of the story you are telling.  People need to experientially

see, hear, taste, touch, smell and feel the story in their imaginations. Using your body,

facial expressions and voice to convey the sensory experiences of the story will

communicate even more than words. The utilization of props is helpful too.  For bodily

conveying experience your imagination is your best tool. When you tell about Eve

biting into that forbidden fruit, imagine you are tasting something so exquisitely

delicious listeners will experience that scrumptious fruit from your facial expressions

and body reacting to that luscious taste that you are imagining.  Having the smell of

grill food cooking outside the sanctuary doors while sharing the story of Jesus eating

breakfast on the beach with the disciples2 adds to the wonder of people connecting

with God through this post resurrection story.

(8)Adding EPIC artwork to dramatically help people see Jesus with new eyes

https://www.dazeddigital.com/art-photography/article/41202/1/harmonia-rosales-r

epaints-classic-artworks-god-is-a-black-woman-rjd-gallery

Sarah, Jeremy & Charity have brought a story about something you can

experience.  Sarah a band – something we hear, we’ve all experienced music that

moves us (roots or wings) grounds us deeper or lets us soar and fly.  Jeremy &

2 John 21:9-13

https://www.dazeddigital.com/art-photography/article/41202/1/harmonia-rosales-repaints-classic-artworks-god-is-a-black-woman-rjd-gallery
https://www.dazeddigital.com/art-photography/article/41202/1/harmonia-rosales-repaints-classic-artworks-god-is-a-black-woman-rjd-gallery


Charity have brought objects we can see and probably imagine touching.  What else

will your questions reveal about what they can share about experiencing more about

the story they bring?

(9)Participation is vital in bringing a story to life. When listeners participate they

are no longer passive objective observers but become active involved

participants.  Having listeners take part in the storytelling event can be having

them join in singing a well-known hymn or song such as “Swing Low, Sweet

Chariot” while you tell the story of Elijah. Deliberate pause is effective if you

expectantly wait for listeners to answer questions or complete obvious “fill in the

blank” phrases. Participation in storytelling makes for one-time unique, never

repeatable story experience.  Participation makes the same “old” stories “new.”

Think about ways you can invite us to participate in the story, through prayer

requests, singing or answering questions that engage a biblical, faith or spiritual

concept.

Zoom Poll: What are some ways you’d like to explore inviting people to

participate in your worship storytelling virtually?

Multi-screen millennials – tour guides are now developing tours that include

people using their phones, they plant treasures and Easter Eggs for folks to discover

and then share socially with others.

Using Chat section to share mini-stories – Hannah



Blended services with Zoom and live – Sarah – writing a praise for God , write

something you are thankful for,  Make it a statement about God, add in on one

document, music that makes community!!! Participatory singing…communal,

paperless singing…’

Call & response – Debby

BREAK
10:10am – Remember to record

(10) Narraphoric Storytelling Lab Breakout Rooms - 3 groups – one each for Sarah,
Charity & Jeremy

i. Listen to the story (Story gathering) & use your curiosity & ask
questions to discover more of the story behind the story – use your
curiosity (Story gathering)

ii. Tease out more experiential elements
iii. Brainstorm ways people can participate in sharing in the story prayer

request, hymn sing or question image to come from the whole (Story
building)

Breakout rooms for listening to the story & asking questions 20 minutes.
Report back to whole group with results
Then go on break.  Return at 11am

BREAK
11:00am – Remember to record

(11) EPIC
a. E – Experiential
b. P – Participatory
c. I – Image rich
d. C – Connected



“Images are the thoughts of the heart.  You grow a soul by the cultivation of an

image garden.”3 Storytelling preaching is inviting folks into a shared experience of an

image garden.  Healthy, good, true and beautiful image gardens of the Gospel are the

joy of every storytelling preacher to share. Thoughts are first formed as images.

Influencing, inspiring, moving, motivating people through images in stories is far more

effective than using words, carefully constructed arguments of logic.  “Images are the

stuff of which the soul is sculpted.”4 Storytelling aids in the work of metaphor and

image making and re-making.  Images allow the mind and heart to play and ponder

paradoxical complexities of life and living.

Kahoot game link:

https://create.kahoot.it/share/biblical-images/a094f5fe-1d0a-4367-90ef-f8ceef9a62e9

What are the images of the story brought?  What are the images that are

inspired biblical connections?  What are the images of those bible stories that

further speak into the story brought?

CONNECTED “Humans are relational species, and we live in a relational

world.”5 Connecting with others is risky business. To form authentic relationships

requires one to be vulnerable and open to both listening and sharing stories with

others.  Storytelling creates that bridge whereby one can vicariously leave one’s own

self-absorbed reality and journey with the character in a story. Community bonds are

5 Sweet, Giving Blood, 54.

4 Leonard Sweet. Post-Modern Pilgrims, (Broadman & Homan, Nashville, 2000), 98.

3 Sweet, Giving Blood, 53.

https://create.kahoot.it/share/biblical-images/a094f5fe-1d0a-4367-90ef-f8ceef9a62e9


formed and strengthened as individuals not only share in the experience of journeying

together through a story but as a result of feeling the safety of the story they will also

risk sharing their own stories. This deepens the interrelatedness as people

empathetically connect and learn from each other. A storytelling preacher tells stories

to form community and through this community God’s Grace is revealed.  Be attentive

to the dynamics of conflict, tension and dynamics of resolution or continued tension.

Here is the foothold of community bonding.

“Words themselves cannot change anything.  When you want to change people’s lives
give them metaphors and narratives. Neurolinguistics have shown the last thing your
brain comes up with is words.  The first thing your brain comes up with is metaphors.
The brain then takes the metaphor and builds a narrative and then finally comes the
words. Behind every word is a back story and behind the story is a metaphor.”6

STORY GATHERING WORK

The importance of curiosity and listening – think of yourself as a story-gatherer

as well as a storyteller.  Be curious about the story, be curious about the people, the

community you are sharing with.  Debby you imagine your children as you tell and it

makes you a better storyteller because as you are telling you are aware of the gift to the

dear ones you are delivering it to.  My faith conviction – storytelling is an act of

discipleship and service.  As disciples we are storytellers for others and the act of

storytelling is all about the relationship.

BREAK
11:25pm – Remember to record

6 Leonard Sweet, 2019. DMin719 class notes taken by author, Portland, OR 2pm September 4.



(12) Narraphoric Storytelling Lab Breakout Rooms - 3 groups – one each for Sarah,
Charity & Jeremy

iv. Brainstorm over connecting stories & bible passages and images
(Story building)

v. Discern relationship connection elements

Breakout rooms for brainstorming bible stories, passages and images
Return in 20minutes with Sarah, Charity & Jeremy ready to share their story with the
group

“Razing Hell and Raising Roofs” Sermon by Leonard Sweet, Start at 7:47
https://youtu.be/39zHzfx7qRA
enjoy the sermon…when we reflect on it we will name what we found to fulfill the
EPIC categories

12:00 - 12:30pm – discuss the sermon and what parts you found to be EPIC

BREAK
1:00pm – Remember to record

Sarah, Charity & Jeremy share their EPIC stories

BREAK
2:00pm – Remember to record

(13) Pastoral Care and Storytelling & using person centered stories in funerals,
new member services and confirmation services

The connection with story and pastoral care is best done as a work of improvisation

Improv’s “yes and” rule – If you don’t affirm before you add the screen falls apart
therefore you always welcome and connect with the story before you add to something
someone is bringing forward

Listening & Telling Difficult Stories

https://youtu.be/39zHzfx7qRA


(14) Telling Difficult Stories – the 3-legged stool wrestling with the question of
whether or not to share a particularly difficult story and the blessings and
dangers involved “Stories are as personal as fingerprints and as mutable as
mercury.  They are also potentially as toxic as mercury if the story is not
understood by the teller – or is told to the wrong audience in the wrong context
or for the wrong reasons.”7

a. Trust – you can be counted on to get your people safely home (you will not
abandon them to find their own way back – movies with “bad” endings)

b. Permission – you’ve set the stage and have the permission of the listeners
AND changed the names of the characters to protect people’s identity or
have their permission to share it

c. Ownership – you’ve internalized the story and can share it with
authenticity

2:45pm Lighting Round – what is one lightning strike (ah-ha!) today you received
you will take with you?

Kim – class – the belly of the whale
Debby – storytelling is about relationship
Sarah – Kim’s message of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego
Charity – Lindy said she had a connection with her son “maybe this ministry thing
is cool”
Oscar – music connection – we are still in the 60’s
Cindy – reinforcing of idea of God doesn’t care how God reaches us – we need to be
open and ready – Zoom screen of sanctuary in guided meditation
Lindy- small group with Sarah & Kim; reconnecting with son, connecting with
Sarah
Hannah – the book – preaching is not about being a rock star
Jeremy – the book – exhausted after a service, giving blood

Learning a Biblical Story auditorily – we’ve used kinesthetic learning and image
learning

Save for next class - Mark 2:1-12
2 Breakout Rooms – get as far as you can in 45 minutes

7 Leonard Sweet. Giving Blood: A Fresh Paradigm for Preaching. (Grand Rapids, MI. Zondervan 2014), 292-3..



Have folks add a number (1-5) to their names
1. Sarah Mills millss207@gmail.com
2. Lindy Howe heywoodkennel@yahoo.com
3. Jeremy Young young_rail@yahoo.com
4. Cynthia Christie Cindy.christie.11@gmail.com
5. Hannah Smith-Erb hsmith21@colby.edu

1. Oscar Wallace oscar.wallace@gmail.com
2. Kimberly Rand kimrand1971@gmail.com
3. Deborah Bujnocki kneedeepinjune@gmail.com
4. Charity Omartian charityomartian@gmail.com

Person #1 reads the first version of the story on the page
Person #2 tells the story and then reads the second version of the story on the page
Person #3 tells the story and then reads the third version of the story on the
page…etc.
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